MacLaine of Lochbuie

To conquer or die
- Septs –
Maclaine, McClain, McLain, MacLayne, MacLean, Lane,Laine, Lain, Layne, Lean,
McFadyen, MacFadden, McPhadon, McPhadzean, Fadden, MacCormack, McCormick,
Cormack, Cormick, MacGillivray, MacIlvora, MacBay, MacVay, MacAvoy, Avoy, MacEvoy,
Evoy, MacFetridge, Patton, Patten, Paton, Peden, Douie, Huie, Beaton, Black, Clanachan

The Maclaines of Lochbuie are descended from Gillean-na-Taughe, or Gillean of the
Battleaxe, a fierce warrior born about 1210. He is said to have fought, along with his sons, at
the battle of Largs in 1263. Gillean's great-grandson, Iain Dubh, or Black John, had two sons,
Eachann Reaganach (Hector the Stern), and Lachainn Lubanach (Lachlan the Wily). Hector,
the eldest Son, married Margaret, eldest daughter of MacDonald, Lord of the Isles, via a
Papal Dispensation dated April 14, 1356. Lachlan married a younger sister of Margaret in
May of 1367. Hector and Lachlan were granted independent charters to lands on the Isle of
Mull by the Lord of the Isles; Hector at Lochbuie, and Lachlan at Duart.
Thus, the two dominant branches of the family were founded: Maclaine of Lochbuie and
MacLean of Duart. The Maclaine family used the ”MacLean” spelling until around 1600, when
the present phonetic spelling was adopted. Many of the clansmen at Lochbuie retained other
spellings of “MacLean” or “Maclaine”, such as “MacLayne” or “McCLain”
Various smaller families intermarried or banded together with the Maclaines. Such families
include the McFadyens, MacCormicks, Blacks, Beatons, MacGillivrays, MacAvoys, Huies,
and Pattons (all with over 200 different spellings). They were accepted loyal Clan members.
The Maclaines of Lochbuie occasionally feuded with the Duarts (the other MacLeans), but
joined forces with them when threatened. One feud was put to rest when the Lochbuie Chief
and his followers came upon the Duart Chief and his band in the woods. Duart and his
followers were asleep, exhausted after losing a battle with the Lochbuie Clan. Lochbuie's
followers wanted to immediately attack. Instead the Lochbuie Chief crept up on the Maclean
of Duart and twisted MacLean's hair around his Dirk and stuck it in the ground. The Lochbuie
Clan then left. When the Duart Chief awoke to find his hair nailed to the ground. MacLean of
Duart recognized that it was Maclaine of Lochbuie's dagger. He was so moved by the act of
mercy that he ended the feud.

Lochbuie and Duart fought side-by-side at Killecrankie under Bonnie Dundee, but due to
what proved to be wise advice, the Lochbuies did not, as a clan, join Bonnie Charlie in the
uprising of 1745. Consequently, the Lochbuie estates were not lost as a result of the
rebellion, as were Duart. The estates were lost, however, in 1920, and are currently owned
by an English family.
Many Maclaines were forced or coerced by the Crown to settle the Ulster Plantation in
Ireland as a way of subduing the Irish, or suffered economic hardships and were forced to
leave Scotland. From Scotland or Ireland, many made their way to Canada, the United
States, Australia, and other countries.

